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The first six months of FY21 presented challenges to programming at McPolin Farm, 
which in addition to serving the community with trails and open space, allows up to 
twelve (12) one-day, City Council-sponsored, special public events per year. This past 
summer and through the first half of FY21, we have operated small events with 
program-specific COVID-19 protocols developed by McPolin Farm staff. These 
protocols ensured compliance with various health orders and enabled the Friends of the 
Farm to offer their usual programs for the community safely. 

Community Program Update
COVID forced the Your Barn Door's cancelation is Open (YBDIO) event typically held in 
June. However, the Friends of the Farm hosted Barn and Farmhouse Tours through the 
summer and the Scarecrow Festival in September. All events promoted social 
distancing and offered PPE. While we missed hosting aspects of the Scarecrow Festival
like face painting and pumpkin painting in the Shed, the Farm Trail felt busier than ever 
this fall, and scarecrows received many appreciative visitors.

The Friends of the Farm will offer a revised Full Moon Snowshoe on February 26 in the 
afternoon instead of the traditional indoor evening event. The beginning / intermediate 
Sunshine Snowshoe will follow the Full Moon Snowshoe route along the McPolin Farm 
Nature Trail and lunch provided by Grow Food Truck. Staff is coordinating with the 
recreation department to mirror their guidelines for outdoor activities and provide
COVID-19 safety protocols set forth by the health department.

This summer, staff plans to continue offering annual educational community programs 
in compliance with current health guidelines. 2021 planned events include Sunshine 
Snowshoe, YBDIO in June, Tour Days in July, August, and September, and the 
Scarecrow Festival in September (6). We anticipate the community will continue to 
enjoy the outdoor trails, open space, and safe programming. Staff and the Friends of 
the Farm have adapted to the pandemic challenge with revised programming for 
community enjoyment and responsible access to the Farm. 

Farm Maintenance and Upgrades
During Summer 2020, staff completed maintenance of the historic south-facing fence 
and exterior Barn siding and doors in collaboration with Park City’s Historic Preservation 
Planner. Another highlight of the summer was honoring first responders of the pandemic 
by lighting the Farm blue. Staff achieved the blue lighting through temporary film placed 
over the Barn spotlights and blue lightbulbs installed in the Shed and Farmhouse 
exterior fixtures. 



In collaboration with Environmental Sustainability, the Farm's exterior lighting system 
will receive energy-efficient upgrades in Spring 2021, replacing the existing lights with a 
timed LED system to align with the community's critical energy priority and comply with 
the recent Dark Skies Ordinance. Upgrades will replace the blue lighting anticipated in 
April or May. 

This year has been a great reminder of how fortunate we are for peaceful, outdoor 
amenities such as this one. Thank you to the Planning and Parks Departments and 
Building Maintenance for their work on these projects and their ongoing care of the 
Farm. Special thanks to the Friends of the Farm and the City Council for their 
stewardship and ongoing support, which makes the McPolin Farm the tremendous 
community asset it is today. 




